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Below is the unedited questionnaire response of: 

Natalyn Archibong
Atlanta City Council President
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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: Representing District 5 on the Atlanta City Council for twenty years provided the training, relationships and leadership skills needed to be an effective City Council President. The president must have strong relationships with external and internal City stakeholders; understand the priorities of each respective council member and their constituents; and be willing to work with any mayoral administration. Through hard work and a dedication to service, I earned the respect of all city hall stakeholders and will be an active liaison between the council and mayor, the business community and city hall, and citizens and their government.As a city council member. I secured over $200 million for affordable housing, started the Affordable Housing Commission, facilitated the creation of the Edgewood Retail District, provided funding for two new fire stations, and created the Small Business Advisory Council among other achievements. A practicing attorney, I operated a small law firm focused on bankruptcy and business law and established the East Atlanta Business Association, an organization which transformed the East Atlanta Village into a bustling downtown square.Notable endorsers include: Chair of Atlanta Public School Jason Esteves: Chairman Esteves is ready to partner with me to improve Atlanta's education system. Councilmembers Jennifer Ide and Marcie Collier Overstreet: Having the support of the newest members of council reflects the emerging dynamic of our incoming city council. Having a council president who works well with our veteran council members, as well as being able to forge relationships with the new and incoming colleagues will be critical to my being an effective council president.District Attorney Sherry Boston: Public safety is at the forefront of my legislative priorities and I'm proud to secure the trust of one of the highest-ranking law enforcement leaders in our city and County.  Dekalb County Sherriff Melody Maddox: Sheriff Maddox and I share the same determination to combating crime while also improving the relationship between the community and police.
	Text4: First, we must acknowledge our grave service delivery problem. To improve government efficiency and responsiveness, I would work with the various city departments, including 311, to prevent bottlenecks and the dissemination of misinformation to the public. Basic city services such as public safety, sanitation, recycling services, and right of way maintenance must be delivered timely and efficiently.Trust in government is restored when the public knows that those elected to serve them are operating in a transparent environment with a high degree of accountability. The city must implement a system of benchmarking service delivery success. Any challenges to meeting those benchmarks must be promptly shared with the public - along with a clearly stated plan for addressing those challenges.Furthermore, City of Atlanta employees must feel valued. We can do so by adequately training and compensating those providing services and utilizing our internal auditors to ensure staffing levels are adequate and that expenditures are appropriate.   
	Text5: It is not in the City’s or Buckhead’s interest to break off from Atlanta. Nearly 40% of the city’s tax base comes from Buckhead. It would be devastating to the vitality and long-term growth of Atlanta and our education system if the Buckhead cityhood movement is successful. City leaders must be proactive in letting Buckhead neighbors and stakeholders know that the City is committed to improving public safety. We must also prioritize ongoing and engaging communication with all of our neighbors. Buckhead deserves to know that their concerns are being heard and addressed at city hall. When Buckhead, a significant economic center is in crisis, our entire city is in crisis. As a business leader and resident of Buckhead said to me, “Buckhead doesn’t want extra or more.  We just want a safe community.”  He is right. Buckhead as well as every Atlanta community in Atlanta also deserves this.  A safer Buckhead not only strengthens our relationship with Buckhead, but it also positions us to implement safety strategies that worked there, to every neighborhood in our city.    
	Text6: When Atlanta families are burdened by increasing property taxes at a rate not commensurate with increases in their annual incomes, there is an increased risk of people moving outside of the city. For this reason, we have a duty and responsibility to keep our government operational costs as low as possible while also maintaining the highest level of service to our citizens. That means not having an inflated budget and by spending every tax dollar wisely. We must anticipate system challenges to prevent costly failures. As council president, I will work to ensure property taxes are as low as possible while maintaining superior service delivery to Atlanta constituents.While the city currently relies heavily on property taxes, we should explore new and different funding streams. We must carefully and thoughtfully vet proposals such as a municipal parking tax or other proposals that will generate revenue from non-property tax sources.  As a faithful steward of taxpayer dollars, I will always carefully evaluate the need for additional funding sources in relation to the service provided. All new proposed revenue sources must be evaluated against the potential burden they place on business and communities.  
	Text7: First, I will ensure the Inspector General, an office I helped establish, will have the latitude to broadly evaluate the use of city resources. No city employee or elected official is above the law. The Inspector General must have full discretion to investigate waste and fraud within City Hall.Second, I support increased transparency for all government contracts. I support expanding the online dashboard used to track contracts awarded to vendors. Receipts and expenses incurred by contractors should be publicly disclosed online, especially in relation to their allocated budgets.
	Text8: For the past 19 years, my staff has included a retired Atlanta Police officer as the District 5 Public Safety Liaison.  The safety liaison is the eyes and ears of the police and the community and has provided my office with quantitative and qualitative data on policing and crime.  Given this experience, I strongly believe that public safety reform must include community policing.  Officers must know the communities they police, and neighbors must know their beat officers.  Additionally, our city must work with regional law enforcement professionals to ensure that we are working together to keep our boundaries as safe as possible. We must strengthen our public-private partnerships to support the Atlanta Police Foundation and its programs and services.  The cycle of poverty and crime must be broken. This will require collaboration between schools, employers, and the community.  We must do all within our power to strengthen and build upon existing collaborations between the Atlanta Public Schools, higher education leaders and local employers.  As council president, I would empanel a city-wide public safety liaison to better inform public safety issues. In my experience, a public safety liaison would also increase trust between those sworn to protect us and the community we represent. Finally, we must establish strong partnerships with agencies equipped to provide wrap-around services for our at-risk citizens.  We need to devise a non-emergency response to calls for service, to reduce over-policing when social services would more effectively diffuse and/or address the underlying problems.  
	Text9:  Diversion and policing alternatives should play a larger role in Atlanta’s justice system. Programs such as mediation between victims and offenders on property crimes and restitution are viable alternatives to incarceration. Restorative justice programs tend to have a lower recidivism rate and cost. The city of Atlanta currently provides 1.5 million dollars annually to fund the Pre-Arrest Diversion Program (PAD). I fully support utilizing PAD services and would support their efforts to secure  supplemental funding from philanthropic and federal agencies.  The measure of success of diversion programs should be in terms of the number of people served and the number of former clients who do not recidivate because their underlying challenges have been addressed.  
	Text10: Atlanta is unquestionably the economic engine of the southeast and the entire State of Georgia.  To maintain our strong economic position, we must engage with city stakeholders such as APS, colleges and university, and technical schools to ensure we have a well-qualified cadre of workers able to compete in the global economy. And, as our economy changes amidst globalization and the rise of automation, so should our local economy. As the next city council president, I will work with employment partners, educational institutions, and the business community to ensure the city fosters an environment that incentivizes small and large business creation.  The City of Atlanta is highly competitive in the job market. We must effectively leverage our unique resource of having a number of top tier universities, a talented and diverse workforce, and all the assets and amenities that make Atlanta a great place to live. 
	Text11:  One of the best things we can do is have a strong partnership with Atlanta Public Schools. Every student attending an Atlanta school should have a pathway to a well-paid career. The school system should identify at-risk students who are facing food and housing insecurity and alert their community partners to help these families.  The city must work harder to address barriers to student success. A well-educated workforce with well-rounded students is key to our city’s mutual success.  As council president, I will reconvene the 6-member joint committee between the City Council and the Atlanta School Board.  This group will meet monthly to determine ways to strengthen our collaborative efforts around summer and afterschool programming, connections with Worksource Atlanta, and with Atlanta Housing and other partners.   I will also work with the Small Business Advisory Council to identify barriers to the economic success of our business. Additionally, I will facilitate ongoing meetings with our business owners to identify ways the city can better support our businesses.  I will also encourage our Community Development/Human Services Committee to require Invest Atlanta to describe the progress it is making to address the income inequality gap at every quarterly update they provide.  
	Text13:  Our small businesses are still suffering from the economic consequences of the pandemic, and some experts estimate that nearly 40% of them will not reopen. Council must look at ways to remove barriers to economic success of those emerging and struggling businesses. That’s why I started the Small Business Advisory Council (SBAC), a working group of business, educational, community  and financial professionals charged with recommending sound economic policies to the city council. Currently, the SBAC is reviewing our current  business licensing laws and the formulas we use to levy occupational taxes. Arguably, our occupational tax laws are antiquated and failed to respond to post-COVID economic conditions. As council president, I will work with the council and our business partners to develop a different formula that both rewards and supports economic growth but that is also sensitive to potential economic uncertainty.  For example, I pay a flat occupational tax for my law office located within the City of Atlanta.  Offering a flat fee to more businesses could potentially be a way to restructure the city occupational tax collection practice. I will continue to evaluate this means of revenue collection with my economic advisors and business leaders.
	Text14: To increase our affordable housing supply, I would work with leaders in the faith community to encourage them to use a portion of their property for affordable housing.  In the alternative, I would encourage them to consider affordable housing developers in the event they decide to sell their property.  Additionally, the city should inventory all multi-family units that are currently affordable, and create special programs to assist the owners with low cost funds to maintain and upgrade their properties.  We must establish a dedicated source of funds for affordable housing. This may involve securing funds from state and federal governments, and seeking an additional quarter penny sales tax. Utilizing money from the City’s general fund may need to be a part of that source but cannot be the only source.I plan to work with our City Law Department to determine if the City could authorize a private placement bond offering that would be offered to Atlanta’s largest private foundations, corporate foundations, financial and pension funds. As envisioned, these bonds would be self-amortizing and would not require repayment with City funds. 
	Text15: First, I would convene a meeting with major landlords to determine the number of residents at risk of displacement. Second, I would connect these major landlords with social service agencies who have funds for rental assistance. Next, I would meet with the Volunteer Lawyers Foundation, Legal Aid and the Chief Magistrate of DeKalb and Fulton Counties to discuss strategies for meeting the imminent increase in evictions. Frankly, we need to encourage landlords to postpone evicting delinquent tenants by providing them with a real seat at the table when disbursement priorities are established for spending funds received from the Biden Rescue Plan. In addition to the foregoing, the city must meet with affordable housing providers, such as Atlanta Housing, to urge them to expedite awarding housing placement to our most at risk of eviction citizens. 
	Text16:  I would like MARTA to create a publicly facing dashboard that shows the funds allocated for transportation and how those funds are spent. This dashboard should show how much has been spent to-date on each project, how much was originally allocated to each project, how much money remains on-hand for each project, and a projection on what projects will be done in the future.  Additionally, MARTA should continue to make quarterly reports to the Council’s Transportation Committee and include the projects they are coordinating with the Atlanta Department of Transportation.When the council considers the nominations from the Mayor for appointment to the MARTA Board, the council should consider the experience of each nominee.  Does the nominee have transportation planning or transportation engineering experience?  What alternative experience does the nominee have that will ensure their ability to be an effective and responsive board member? Also, we need to ensure that nominees represent different quadrants of the city to ensure that the transit needs of all citizens are reflected in the composition of the board.  We must also determine if the nominee will commit to providing regular updates to the council.  MARTA should provide meeting records that show how each board member votes at each meeting. Finally, we need to urge the board to strengthen its policies regarding removal of board members who do not regularly attend board and committee meetings.  
	Text17: I believe the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation should convene a city-wide webinar to explain the status of the City’s Renew and T-SPLOST projects.  My philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog is that we must own the mistakes that were made in over promising and under delivering, and then we must correct course by being accurate and transparent going forward. The City must communicate more effectively with the public on the funding levels and schedules for completing infrastructure projects. For instance, due to significant cost overruns and rapidly increasing construction costs, the much-anticipated DeKalb Avenue Complete Street project has been significantly delayed in starting and the scope has been significantly scaled-back. The lack of communication with the public regarding the basis for the delays and change in project scope contributed greatly to public dissatisfaction on this project.We must aggressively pursue alternative funding and lobby the federal government to include our major projects in the pending federal infrastructure legislation. And, we must address bottle-necks in our procurement and building permit processes.
	Text18: Sustainability and environmental conservation are incredibly important to the city and surrounding community, especially as our population increases.  I’m proud of the burgeoning urban farming community and would like to build upon the success of the agri-farm model. Permits for urban farms and community farming should be expedited, especially when there is no or minimal effect on surrounding residences and businesses.To make the City of Atlanta a leader in the green economy and sustainable building and business practices, we must lead by example. I will strongly advocate outfitting all City buildings with solar panels. Furthermore, I would like to expand the Atlanta Better Building Challenge (ABBC).  This initiative encourages developers to lower their energy and water consumption, further reducing environmental impacts by providing financial incentives. We can provide additional support to builders to help them reach the conservation goals set forth in the ABBC and provide financing options to developers who opt-in to the program. Having introduced legislation urging the United States to rejoin the Paris Climate Accord,  I am pleased that President Biden signed an executive order re-establishing our commitment to that very important agreement.
	Text2: 1) Public safety; No one should feel unsafe in their home, business, school or place of worship. Council, in partnership with the mayor’s office, must take immediate steps to curb Atlanta’s 50-year spike in violent and petty crime. As council president, I will work with Council to ensure the police department is fully staffed and resourced. At a time where homicides are up 60%, we must address the morale problem within the police department by building a state-of-the-art public safety training facility, and by ensuring our officers are well trained and, in the event of disciplinary actions, that our officers receive due process.  We must also implement new and different strategies to address crime.  For example, I recently introduced legislation to mandate that every gas pump be equipped with a security camera as many auto thefts, burglaries and violent crimes occur at gas stations. Also, implementing select and temporary road closures, such as the one I legislated on Edgewood Ave, that will protect pedestrians and local businesses from street racing, and deter other illegal actions. 2) Affordability: The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated income inequality and lack of economic mobility for underrepresented groups. Amidst growing housing costs, the Atlanta city council must take immediate steps to ensure the city is affordable for all residents. As a council member, I was honored to support legislation allocating more than $200 million for affordable housing and will continue to push for additional funding. Furthermore, I will continue to incentivize development of affordable units and create pathways to bring blighted properties up to code. 3) Infrastructure: As the city secures federal dollars for infrastructure projects, the council must have a president who can work with a variety of stakeholders to implement sound infrastructure projects without squandering taxpayer dollars.
	Text3: I’m a transformational leader. As a leader, I focus on 5 domains: problem-solving, being creative and innovative, adaptable, inspirational and team oriented.  I understand that every council member is unique and oftentimes have diverging priorities. As a transformational leader, I will celebrate the innovation and ideas of all colleagues while also keeping our priorities centered on the major problems facing our city. Change is inevitable.  Our city council will be ready to meet all challenges if we remain adaptable to the changes our city will experience, without losing sight of our duty to provide cost-effective and reliable city services. By providing training and leadership opportunities for council members, they will be able to utilize their unique talents and strengths for the common good.   An example of my leadership skills involved a complex situation. When several council members worked with State leaders to negotiate much needed improvements to Howell Mill Road in exchange for the City giving ownership and control of a portion of Mitchell Street to the State, the resulting legislation was ultimately vetoed by the Mayor. The controversy raised two issues: Did city council usurp the Mayor’s role as the city’s negotiator and was the State’s commitment to implement safety improvements on Howell Mill enforceable? As I listened to my colleagues debate this issue, I was able to forge a compromise reflected in an amendment to the proposed legislation. Should the State fail to perform the promised safety improvements on Howell Mill, the State would not receive control and ownership of the desired section of Mitchell Street. My amendment accomplished the goals of the colleges that devised this unique approach to negotiating with the State, while also holding the State accountable for keeping its commitment to fund and implement safety improvements on Howell Mill.  


